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Abstract 
This paper presents an ongoing study of modifications made on private houses. Fifty terraced houses from various 
neighbourhoods were investigated, with focus on the spatial configuration of the houses, before and after the 
alterations had been carried out. The software “AGRAPH” was used where “space syntax graph” and calculations 
were produced. Findings show that despite all the modifications which had been done, the original configuration of 
the houses had not been remarkably changed. The analysis also reveals a pattern of spatial integration where certain 
spaces in house seemed to be centrally located such as the dining and living room. 
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1. Introduction 
The Malaysian contemporary terraced house has been around for more than forty years. It is widely 
built by private developers and is currently most preferred form of landed property in the country due to 
its affordability. In the second quarter of 2008 alone, Malaysia had seen terraced house dominated the 
overall supply of new houses available in the market. Also known as “row house” or “linked house”, this 
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house form originates from the British terraced house design (Hashim, Rahim, Rashid, & Yahaya, 2006).  
A typical terraced house development consists of rows of rectangular housing lot (Hashim & Rahim, 
2008; Wong, 1985). Each lot is relatively narrow and deep with fenestration at the front and back 
(Chandler et al., 2005). Separating each lot is chain-linked fence or brick perimeter wall (Omar, Endut, & 
Saruwono, 2010). The design of the house is repetitive and monotonous (Wong, 1985). In recent 
contemporary terraced houses, developers have tried to break away from the monotony by introducing 
some minor variations to the house plan.  
Prior to commencement of the study, the researcher analysed sales brochures from current housing 
developments from all over the country to establish the general characteristics of contemporary terraced 
house. Typically, on a ground floor of a terraced house, there are combined living and dining room, a 
utility room, and a kitchen at the back. A strong feature in terraced house form is the staircase which is 
usually located on one side which normally is in the centre or at the front. It is discovered that staircase is 
normally connected to the living or dining room. On the upper level, the staircase is linked to the family 
hall which is attached to three bedrooms and bathrooms. A storage room is usually provided under the 
staircase. A car porch which could accommodate at least one car is at the front connected to a small 
terrace which faces the front yard. The boundary of the lot is commonly secured with gate and chainlink 
fence or brick perimeter wall. Figure 1 below shows a floor plan of an intermediate unit terraced house. 
According to informal interview with a Project Manager of a well known housing developer, not much 
change can be seen from the early to the current model of terraced house. The built up size may have 





















Fig. 1. Typical floor plan and justified graph of an intermediate unit of a terrace house in Malaysia 
2. Modifying The House 
Mass housing supply, which makes the houses more affordable, has its limitation. Not all specific 
needs can be addressed through “one design fits all”. An emerging culture, which has been acknowledged 
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by the then-President of Malaysian Institute of Architects, is the growing culture of renovation among 
Malaysian residents, the moment they obtain possession of the house (2006). This statement was further 
supported by the Ministry of Housing and Local Government that home renovation has become a 
‘culture’ which needs to be addressed by professionals (MHLG, 1999).  
A house consists of spaces which are organised according to a certain order of social principles (Reis, 
2003). This general rule differs between cultures as it not only affects the size and configurations of the 
spaces, but also relationship between the residents and between the residents and visitors. As Hanson 
discusses that a house is a dynamic structure which grows and changes in size and configuration 
according to the change in the household (1998). The needs and ability of the residents also changes in 
time as they age (Baldwin & Tomita, 2007). Any changes in household needs and values create “housing 
stress” which residents must respond to (Bell, Greene, Fisher, & Baum, 2001). In general there are two 
form of coping mechanism which can be identified for residents to manage the inadequacy due to the 
house design. Some manage the “stress” by actively addressing it through making physical renovation 
while others take the passive way of adapting one’s self to the house.   
House modifications were carried out for various reasons. Some modifications are made to increase 
the property value, and some to beautify the façade (Sazally, Omar, Hamdan, & Ibrahim Bajunid, 2010). 
Not only these improvements increase their satisfaction, but it also creates attachment (Kinney, Stephens, 
McNeer, & Murphy, 1985). Several studies also revealed that it is an important process for residents to 
create their ideal home (Fernandez, 2007; Gifford, 1997; Russell, Potangaroa, & Feng, 2008). Mohd 
Jusan (2007) pointed out that homeowners renovate the homes in order to increase congruence with their 
home environment. In their study on house modification, Omar et. al (2010) identified renovation works 
were carried out using several method which are increasing the size (addition or extension), reduction of 
size (removal or division) or relocation of spaces. An increase in dwelling size has been a common 
practice and is the most preferred method of modification (Omar, Endut, & Saruwono, 2010). By 
enlarging the house, the quality of living environment will be greatly improved (Tipple, 1996). 















Fig. 2.  Some examples of renovation (addition and extension) which had been carried out by homeowners 
Previous studies on house modification have employed other methods in analysing the changes (Mohd 
Jusan, 2007; Omar, Endut, & Saruwono, 2010; Saruwono, 2007). Hanson (1998) suggested that in Space 
Syntax Theory, analysis of spatial configuration of the house reveals the relationship between the spaces 
and the social consequences.  One of the important elements normally found in empirical studies is 
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“integration” which measures how houses express culture through the configuration (Carvalho, 2003; 
Hanson, 1998; Reis, 2003). To further understand the improvements made, this study attempts to see the 
effect of modified spatial configuration from a social viewpoint. 
3. Methodology 
A random sample of fifty renovated houses were selected from a property listing which was obtained 
from estate agents and advertisement in the newspaper and online property website over a six months 
period. These houses are located in various township and housing developments across the Klang Valley, 
Malaysia. They were built by private developers from between the 1970 to the year 2010. Only owner-
occupied properties were selected as only homeowners have the opportunity to make physical 
modification (Marcus & Sarkissian, 1986). Houses were visited which enables researcher to observe any 
physical trace left by the homeowners. This is vital as it allows researcher to have a glimpse of how 
spaces are utilize by homeowners.  
From the house visit, the floor plans were drawn and subsequently analysed. Syntactic analysis is used 
to explore the morphology and configurational properties of the original and modified houses. Studies 
using space syntax are able to explain the socio-cultural characteristics in houses (Hanson, 1998). For the 
purpose of syntactic analysis, software called “AGRAPH” is used. This software was jointly developed 
by Manum, Rusten and Benze at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design was chosen for this analysis 
as it not only calculates but allows drawing and editing of the graphs (Manum, Rusten, & Benze, 2009). 
Floor plans were first drawn and inserted into “AGRAPH”. Nodes and connections are then drawn and 
subsequently arranged to create justified access graphs. Calculations of depths and integration values can 
then be made based on the justified graphs. 
In the context of this study, morphology focuses on the accessibility and relationship of rooms and 
spaces, and the diagram of the relationship (Hanson, 1998).  Hillier and Hanson (1984) developed an 
analysis method to study the morphological characteristics of a layout plan using “justified access 
graphs”.  Justified gamma map is a graph where spaces are represented by circles and connections or 
permeabilities by lines (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). It begins with the root space or base of graph, and 
connects to series of other spaces. In this study, the root space represents the entrance of the house. These 
graphs can be measured quantitatively in terms of the mean depth (MD) of spaces within the house, 
integration value of each space [relative asymmetry (RA)] and mean integration value of space [real RA 
(RRA)] (Mustafa, Hassan, & Baper, 2010). The mean depth measures how deep a space connected from 
all other space in the house. Deep mean depth (MD) means the space is less permeable and more isolated 
than the rest of the house. Shallower space allows it to be penetrable and accessible easily and therefore is 
more integrated with other spaces (Choi, 1999). The mean integration value (RRA) of the house can be an 
important indication on how private a space is (Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Mustafa, Hassan, & Baper, 
2010). The RRA describes how permeable a space is. The value reflects its privacy level of the space and 
from 0 to above 1. Value of more than 1 refers to higher segregation which has better privacy.  
4. Results and discussion 
The sample floor plans are mostly of a “3+1 bedroom” house type which has a living, dining, kitchen 
and three bedrooms and bathrooms and a utility room. The biggest change can be seen with the 
enlargement of the kitchen which is a normal trend among Malaysian homeowners (Omar, Endut, & 
Saruwono, 2010; Sazally, Omar, Hamdan, & Ibrahim Bajunid, 2010). Kitchen usually undergoes 
renovation by extending until the end of the boundary, or adding wet kitchen by replacing the backyard 
(Figure 3).  
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Fig. 3.Wet kitchen is added by taking over the backyard. 
Overall, the analysis of the justified graphs of the fifty original and modified terraced houses revealed 
that most are relatively deep and asymmetric. The MD for original terraced house is 3.12 and has 
increased to 3.42 for renovated terraced house. This indicates that the original house appears in more 
symmetric order whereby spaces are directly connected to the root space. Modified house is much more 
asymmetry and has deeper depth. Interestingly, the RRA for original house is 3.36 while the modified 
houses have increased to 3.56. This signifies that the spatial configuration is more segregated compared to 
the original house, thus privacy and accessibility have been improved.   
It is interesting to note that in all fifty houses, the same space remain with the highest integration 
value, before and after modification.  The most striking result to emerge from the data is that most houses 
have dining area as the most integrated space in the house (58%). The mean RRA of dining area between 
original and modified house increased from 5.10 to 5.63. The high integration value shows that it is the 
centrally located in the house. Dining area is the most permeable space as it connects the front to the back 
of the house (kitchen) and to the staircase which leads to the upper level (bedrooms). From the informal 
interview and observation of physical trace, it can be seen that dining area is also multi functional, not 
only for meals but also as a family interaction and study area. Figure 4 below shows the justified graph 












Fig. 4. Justified graphs of houses with dining area as the highest integrated space 
The space which is has the second highest number of integration values is the living area with eight 
cases. In these cases, the living room penetrates into the dining and staircase. The mean RRA for living 
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area for original and modified house is 3.77 and 4.12 respectively. Figure 5 below shows the justified 
graph of cases with living area with highest integration values. Other spaces with highest integration 











Fig. 5. Justified graphs of houses with living area as the highest integrated space. 
Figure 6 presents comparisons of justified graphs of original and modified house according to the age 
of the house. For houses built between the year 1970 to 1980, it was discovered that the RRA increased 
between the original and modified homes from 3.2975 to 3.46. The mean for number of spatial changes 
which have been carried out is 11.25. MD for original and modified houses is 2.97 and 3.41 respectively. 
































Taman Tun Dr Ismail 
Case No. 29 
a) 
Taman Tun Dr Ismail 
Case No. 2 
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Shah Alam 
Case No. 8 
c) 
Kota Damansara 
Case No. 5 
d) 
Fig. 6. Justified graphs of original and modified terraced house from 1970s to 2010s. 
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Modified houses built between 1980 to 1990 have deeper MD compared to original house with MD of 
3.20 (modified) and 2.94 (original). Compared to houses from other decades, the mean RRA of modified 
houses have greatly increased from 3.54 to 4.10. This shows the spatial configuration of house is 
segregated and controlled. The mean number of spatial changes made during this decade is 9. Most 
changes are extension of living room, and addition of wet kitchen and new bedroom. 
Most samples of houses were built between the year 1990 to 2000. The MD for both original and 
modified houses is 3.03 and 3.39 respectively. The integration values also increased from 3.18 to 3.47. 
Increase of RRA reflects the increase of segregation, thus privacy level was also improved for modified 
house.  
Only slight increase in RRA can be seen for modified houses built between the years 2000 to 2010. 
The original and modified houses have a mean RRA of 3.412 and 3.521 respectively. The MD for 
modified house increased from 3.03 to 3.39. Most renovation works include extension of living room, 
relocation of dining room and addition of wet kitchen.  
5. Conclusion 
This paper is intended to report the initial findings of ongoing research which attempts to explore how 
the spatial configuration of a house is affected through renovation. One of the findings of this study is the 
floor plans of original and modified house can be compared and quantitatively analysed. The floor plans 
were investigated for its morphological spatial configuration. It was discovered that the spaces with 
highest RRA are the same in both original and modified house plan. In most cases, dining room emerged 
to be the highest integrated space in the house. Original houses have lower RRA value which therefore 
indicates spaces are more integrated and provides better permeability to the other spaces in the house. 
Renovated houses have higher RRA and are more segregated. This shows that it has achieved 
improvements to the privacy level. The spatial configuration of renovated house is more controlled and 
restricted compared to original houses. However, it is still premature to conclude the findings. Further 
investigation is needed to establish relationship between spatial configuration and homeowners’ attitude. 
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